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CHAT TRANSCRIPT
TEXT
Hello!!! Creative in Quarantine from Wave Universe!!!
:dart:
guys!
no clue what this is definitely intrigued
I would like to participate in the pandemic encounter
I'm in:smirk_cat:
My first pandemic encounter!
hi excited to see what this is all about!
see you on Saturday!
:clapper: :musical_score: Exciting!
Looking forward to it!
Please save my spot.
Loking forward to the event!
something nice
WOW:smile_cat:
Hola, encantado de participar
Hello from Egypt, looking forward too!
Looking forwards
Looking forward to see you on Saturday
Hi Paul what a great initiative
Looking forward to it
Thanks for your hard work!
Looking very much forward to this! Thanks for the info Tania Fraga.
Great idea Paul Sermon. :slightly_smiling_face:
Looking forward to Saturday
hi from france - still recovering from the vile wierdness so may be
very silent! very happy to be a part of it - sally
Looking forward to it - exciting!
First time here!!!
Hello
Looking forward to the festivities
:slightly_smiling_face: this will be fun !! especially the moustache !!
Looking forward to the adventure!
))
:upside_down_face: Hi ..So Looking g forward to this event.
hi everyone! Is it possible to mute the audio stream once it's going?
greetings from south of italy!
I assign my personal prize for best playbill ever to this one
Hey everyone, its Danielle from Leonardo
Hi Danielle it's Danielle from London
:upside_down_face: Yay! a Danielle twin in the house! Welcome
@Danielle Imara
Waiting eagerly!
:star2: Welcome Patrick - How are things where you are?
Good! We just started Eid al Fitr, it's quiet tonight. 32 degrees and the
sun went down a half hour ago
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So Eid Mobarake :slightly_smiling_face:
Greetings from the Bunker, thanks everyone for joining us in the deep
third space!
good morning from California
:pray: Greetings from the Empty Quarter.
Happy Eid!
Hi Lucia!
we will wait here or have to do something more?
It starts in 15 minutes
Welcome Tina!
Hi from Chicago!
happy to be ears to this event!!!
:dancers:
Hi Pat Bandani - Good to see you here
Hi Daniella
Hi Danielle! :slightly_smiling_face:
:coffee: Got my coffee and am ready for the show
Hi Zahra, thank you for joining us
I like this platform because we can chat even before things start
Thank you for the invitation. super excited about this
Have some tea brewing...so looking forward to this!
Hi Pat Hi Zahra
Hi Zahra!
Hi Pat!
heyooh !
Hi pat. Jill Here
Hi Jill, Hi Alice
Hey Jill! how are you!!
hi!
Hi :slightly_smiling_face:
NIce sounds
:smiley: hay pat..long time no see. lets catch up on zoom one day
Yes, let
Good morning all
Let's do that Jill!
Morning Andrew
It's 5pm here
Hi Andrew, welcome and good morning.
hello!
Hi danielle..
HI Rejane
3:53 am here :slightly_smiling_face:
Hello everyone! :slightly_smiling_face:
:grinning:
Where Andrew?
New Zealand
hello from DC!
france :slightly_smiling_face:
South Australia :slightly_smiling_face:
Cambridge uk
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London UK
hi from Vienna! :slightly_smiling_face:
Hi Melentine!
Zurich Switzerland
Hi Pat!
hi from germany:slightly_smiling_face:
from SÃ£o Paulo
hello from brooklyn, ny
Hello!
Hi Rejane!!
~Â o(*ï¿£â–½ï¿£*)ãƒ–Hello from Edinburgh~UK
hi from Toronto, Canada
Prinhawn da o Gymru
Vienna
Buffalo, NY
Hi from Romania!
Hi, Pismo Beach, CA
Hello from Singapore!
@Bill Wow, Pismo Beach! :sunny:
Leonardo LASER Talks & The Third Space Network welcome you in the
deep third space!
Hi from Atlanta, GA
Hi from Manchester, how you doing Paul - Dave Griffithd
Hi Serena and Lei
Great its a global audience. Yeah!!
Culver City CA
Hello Phyllis!!!!
Beautiful day in Washington, DC Hello to everyone.
Hi! Maria Lage, Brazil
yes, it is!!
Hi Maida!
Hi Satinder....Thank you for being so brilliant.
Hello!
Hi from Kyoto, Japan!
Hi Phyllis & Randall! xoxox
Baltimore-might-as-well-be-Anywhere-Deep-Third-Space
Hi from AU Park in Washington, DC
)))
Are you ready to enter the Deep Third Space?
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A place to rethink online interactions, to explore virtual touch, remote
intimacies, networked presence, telematics histories and the
distributed gaze. Acting as a virtual research platform, the deep third
space is a place to resemble lucid dreaming, free from the constraints
of the physical laws of the known world.
Bonjour de Paris
hey everybody!
Santa Fe morning
Hey everyone :slightly_smiling_face:
hey all!
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Bonjour from Paris also :slightly_smiling_face:
Hello from Brighton :slightly_smiling_face:
Bonjour Annick!
Hi. from Harvestworks NYC
Ready :slightly_smiling_face:
Hello from Rose Valley
Ready on Jocelyn St. in DC
Good morning from Santa Fe
Hi Annick, Richard, Christiana!
Hello From Seoul
As we go through this â€˜pandemic encountersâ€™ journey together,
feel free to ask questions, leave comments, tell us where you are
joining from!
something very nice from Los Altos CA
Just checking everyone can see the video, refresh if it hasnt loaded
Hi from Buenos Aires! I'm ready.
Kaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrraaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!!!!!
booooo
Paul Sermon http://www.paulsermon.org
Hi from Barcelona
hi anyone in antarctica ?
BTW - Christiana will be announcing everything throughout the event
Hi from NY!
hi from Lyon, france !
Hi from Bogota
Greetings from Oakland, CA
Hi from London
Hi Ursula :slightly_smiling_face:
Hey Ursula
Hi from Brooklyn
hay paul is performing
Hi Ellen
:0
Hello from Berkeley California
Hi Carol and all you New Yorkers
Looks great thank you!!!
Hola Iliana!! Como estas??
Hola Pat como estÃ¡s?
Keep the mask on!
video is streaming as stills
:0
Hellos from Sacramento
Hablemos pronto, si?
@Norman if you see stills refresh your browser
very big viruses can be friendly
What's under the covers?!
si claro
This is fabulous!
my video is a still also
eager to get to the encounters part
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@Carol and others, if you see still refresh your browser
refreshed and going now - for of
sort of
Greetings from exotic Bethesda, Maryland (just outside Washington,
DC, aka The Swamp)
Hello from Vancouver!
Greets from nighttime Abu Dhabi, UAE
that's a huge virus!!!
I think I listen to a heart beating
where's the spikes?
Paul you can do it!!!
lol
Scary, indeed, but why red?
Hi from MarabÃ¡, ParÃ¡, Brasil!!!
why touch it?
Roberta Buiani, why red?
Iâ€™m andrea rehder from SP. Galerist
was the big red prerecorded or is it also live?
no idea!! red is scary-er?
Global LASER is a new series of networked events that bring together
artists, scientists, and technologists in the creation of experimental
forms of live Internet performance and creative dialogue. LInk:
https://www.leonardo.info/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=500
@Ellen, I think it's all live, right now!
It look orange on my monitor
Is there a perpsective illusion?
@Christiana can you add who is happening now
who was that under the blanket?
Thank you, Danielle! It will be useful all jumping in, as time goes by!
Would be nice to know who is performing and the name of the work if
possible
That was Annie Abrahams
oh no, that was from early on in China I think
Is it two separate studios or streams?
LOL!! tiny Paul...:-)
Paul Sermon http://www.paulsermon.org
Or is one a background for the other?
Is this live or prerecorded?
Greetings from Woodley Park, Washington, DC
This is all live
I thought I recognized Annie's breath :wink:
ok fantastic
Where are the two locations?
Welcome to our global stage with action-performers joining from
Europe, USA â€“ North and South America, Asia & Australia
unfortunately not Antarctica or Africa but we hope for next time!
What type of network is being used?
Is he reading all the comments?
He cannot read the comments
Annie Abrahams (France) - https://www.leonardo.info/led/22458
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oh, wow, it is Annie - was she under the blanket?
That is TANIA FRAGA tearing paper from Sao Paulo Brazil..
Tania Fraga (Brazil) - https://www.leonardo.info/led/1253
Right now is Tania Fraga from Brazil
Yup. Recognized Tania's eyes!
Before was Annie Abrams
Is Bolsonaro watching?
:sunglasses:
A lot of Brazilians here! That's amazing :slightly_smiling_face:
Brilliant
Hi Felipe!
brilliant!
Hi Felipe!
Mask as screen is a fabulous idea! We need those!
Tania Fraga hosts the Leonardo LASER Talks in Brazil - Tania Fraga
(Brazil) - https://www.leonardo.info/led/1253
Hi Kathy and Felipe and DaVideo
Hey DaVideo, Hi Kathy!!! <3
To project what's entering our body-minds
Hi Stephanie!!!
Hi Steph!!
The first performer was - Annie Abrahams (France) https://www.leonardo.info/led/22458
Thank you
Waiting for Taniaâ€™artwork
very cool
:sunglasses:
I hope it was recorded
didn't see anything under the blanket
very touching
Yes Annie, it should all be recorded
Fun
<3
Touch - we feel it too!
Roberta Buiani (Canada) - https://www.leonardo.info/led/15407
We will have a discussion with all the performers after
Wow! This is amazing
wow!!!!!
:slightly_smiling_face:
this is so funny!
Good one
<3 <3 <3
#PlagueMask
hahaha!!
Lost in the third network :smile:
:joy:
don't drink the chlorox
wow! incredible
Losing a loy
old plague masks, the beak was filled with herbal scents to mask
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get out the lysol!
:joy:
free 3d model https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/plague-doctor-maskd760d754258246778ea62464e7ab5588
arlequino!!!!
thanks ellen
:stuck_out_tongue_winking_eye:
Thanks for the link DaVideo Tape!
where were you last night Patrick?
Yeah Patrick - where?
Hi all
That was great Tania! :slightly_smiling_face:
Hi Tania excelentÂ¡Â¡
Honestly, it was a long day, I literally passed out early
:hugging_face:
:face_with_rolling_eyes:
Tania that was brilliant!
Thank you Tania!
Nice to meet you here inside the deep space
nice to meet you
"individuals come apart" - yes!!
Great Tania !!!
Paul also interacted real well with your performance Tania!
Foucault used the plague to kick off his manifesto discipline and
punishment
It is all black for all of you too?
The frame is black
yes
yup
Yes
Yes, a bit of a technical snag
Yes all black
yes black
I will see the result with the video. For now it is in my imagination
yes for me
Patience
Yes
maybe it is meant to be black
i see the big bang arriving
it's a good black
que pasa?
Third time for me
the mysterious void
black hole
black plague
Speaking is Roberta Buiani (Canada) https://www.leonardo.info/led/15407
Go Roberta!
the plague is coming
just continue
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Please hold on! Everything will be sorted!
Yeah Roberta!
que pasa ?
Black Death
se malogro?
black is great for plague!
yay roberta!
The Void
Yeah yeah Roberta!
"I see a red door and I want it painted black...."
Can t see
so sounds survive but images fade to black in the plague
blackness is knowledge
this is good
the unfathomable black void
the BLACK plague
we are in this black square
:watch: :computer:
Go Roberta!!!
when a glitch is bewitching
The Black Death
but we hear you
Me too
do you also see your face reflecting in the black?
there is no sound now
WE HEAR
Roberta is also part of the LASER Talks - check https://artscisalon.com
Yes Michael
We can hear but cannot see, we will be fixing shortly
reload
into the plague. void
Stay with us in the black hole!
audio is great, Roberta!
GO Randall GO
"And the plague went on!!"
the shadow knows
And on and on and on
just audio?
no audio after refreshing screen
on and on and on
audio on here @Carol ok I will let the organizers know, some can hear but will try to
fix soon
I have full audio
but this plague doesn't take people equally...
re-incarnation can be painful for those around you
Welcome to the No-oh-sphere
Meanwhile you can see her work here http://www.atomarborea.net
plague resurfaced roughly every 20 years from 1348 to 1665â€”40
outbreaks in 300 years
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noesphere
BE PATIENT
favorite moments so far
hooray!
sound and video good now!
Refresh all, videos is coming back on
video is back!
Aah
yay "
well
back back she is back
hello meta people
All part of the piece! And: visuals are back!!
that's an astonishing fact Patrick
all is good now
Life returns
yayy
Back
Ptialina are u there?
yeahhh
Roberta we heard all the audio! But the video stopped for a bit
well i can hear you
we can hear you
we can hear you and see the background
work it
but can't see
oooohh tha machines in control
we hear you and see the slides - it's great like this also!
We can hear you~~~~
this was a planned disruption
restarting is always the miracle cure
Time for reflection!
Also
remind me of the early days ...
we can hear you well
I see images now
We are all experimenting
Thanks for everyones patience
i have no idea
who created the slide show we see now? great images!
Roberta did it!
All telematics are glitchy - the SSTV equiment always misbehaved
nice ...
never abandon
We have 13 performers so more to come
This is all part of the performance, isn't it? in COVID? Not what we
expect, but here we all are.... in unison, in art....
Each performer has their own piece/background
this is CLEARLY part of the performance
anarchy
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when the unexpected becomes expected
when things go wrong it is a good sign - that we are trying something
new it reminds us that making live work is difficult.
It's all fine!!
Thank you Danielle!
experimenting is good-we are learning
Our infrastructure was found lacking. Art imitates life
ah, is it all done in Skype?
I love it!
So there will be different pieces as each performer comes in and out
Its on Skype and Crowdcast simultaneously
Super cool Danielle!
Glitch theory...
Silence and Stillness
we talk together in between and speculate a good think
red licorice /popcorn break
Very good to know thanks Danielle
actually i really enjoy the chat
glitch theory- stich the glitches
porto
i like how there are foreground cutouts as separate scenes that is an
interesting idea
There are some technical difficulties in the third space control center,
but they're working on it!
:slightly_smiling_face:
Ellen can I have some red licquorice
Being together!
We are each in the silence of our own experience of this wonderful,
wonderful collaboration.
porto for breakfast in dallas
glitch
The ysrwm crashes, things fall apart
glitch
love the Skype sound, so vintage!
we could all stay here forever in the new deep space?
glitch culture
#Chemtrails what do they mean?
Is there still life after Roberta?
free of capitalism for a little while...
the foreground/background of two different streams is great
Absolutely--all day in this deep, deep space, together....
It does have a vintage feeling, agreed!
5G is interfering
bANDWIDTH
I hink Paul's tech froze
second glitch culture
futurewidth
Mesmirizing
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Chemtrails is the salutes to heros, and also the end of air travel as we
know it.
wwwwwwwe are 365
Silence of the planes...
Turn up the sound of all 365 participants
is Paul still with us even if his tech froze?
yesss
contemplative
lost in third space :sweat_smile:
interspace
time is an illusion
365 is ominous :wink:
love the parallel performance that is takin place
tell me where to put my sund on?
spaced out
For a list of all performers - https://www.leonardo.info/global-lasertalks
love the backstage noises!
someone is back
I hear
huh?
Paul logged out and is trying to relog in
ooh someone's there
Ok if you refresh now it should be live again
oh oh
everyone is still here... we can wait
this all raises the question, would everythign/anything be delightful if
shared by a group and well, if it lacks violence?
The apocalypse will be branded
Daniel from Porto
we can wait
thank god the world is real again
happy to wait
the internet is such a cool new invention
I feel like those chemtrails did something to my brains
I wish I had it
digital 4' 33'' ?
oh we have live video again!
Green is the new normal :slightly_smiling_face:
refresh browser to see live again
Yay, live video!
haha !
yes group zoom 4'33!
It's live!
*coughs*
Is all of our text being saved?
it is live now
The star performer is gone!
it would be interesting if we could all provide the sound from time to
time
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yes chat is saved
here we go
@Richard yes - the texts and video are saved and can be used even
after the event
?
it could just be this ? the whole time!
Welcome Daniel Pinheiro from Portugal https://www.leonardo.info/led/22456
<3
<3
Hello Randall and Everyone from California! Much Love to All!
I like the glitch. Real life in pandemic space.
News from the bunker - they're still trying to get Paul back, but
working on it and really glad that everyone says they'll stay!!
very cool Daniel of Portugal!
@shari - haha - exactly!
See his work here https://daniel-pinheiro.tumblr.com
who are all these people
we would never leave you, Phyli
Hello Phyllis - Much Love!
we're staying-we have no place to go
I like the mirror - a portal in a portal
Thanks, Glenn and Ken!!
Yay, Carolyn - lots of artists to come
wauw
I like this a lot!
@Norman here are a list of performers =
https://www.leonardo.info/global-laser-talks
Performing now - Daniel Pinheiro (Portugal) https://www.leonardo.info/led/22456
a leak
this is not my beautiful house
bravo daniel!
there's his head
super Daniel
I like that we can hear the conversation re: tech issue
uh, oh, that's Paul's voice
bravo
i love the feedback sound
With reverb/delay!
I like the audio
WOW!!! Daniel Pinheiro, THANK YOU!!!!
Love it
Action-performers: Annie Abrahams (France), Clarissa Ribeiro (Brazil),
Roberta Buiani (Canada), Andrew Denton (New Zealand), Tania Fraga
(Brazil), Birgitta Hosea (UK), Charles Lane (US), Ng Wen Lei
(Singapore), Marilene Oliver (Canada), Serena Pang (Singapore),
Daniel Pinheiro (Portugal), Olga Remneva (Russia), Toni Sant (UK),
Atau Tanaka
really
existential!\
(UK)
gog go go
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we can still hear you Paul
Yes! Loving the audio
ahahah! that's a cool performance as it is!!!
Daniel, this is great!
It actually goes well with Daniel's headless performance
some of these bits are real, and some aren't. it's nice not knowing
which are which.
Hello, God....Your there....here?
performance within performance by paul glitch black
ok now I'm really sure that this is all performance
like existential voice
Hi Olga
I live that Paul is lost in the black hole!
I wish I had a large screen and projector to up the immersive quality
that is so strong already!
paul says shit
I love the echo
love
"I can't see anything at all"
Behind the scene becomes the performance
Honestly. Love the convo. And hard to see with no head!
i cant see anything at all
@Roger - refresh your browser
I like this glitchy performance
someone is hacking this
Paul we can hear you
at this point, I'm treating Paul's sound as part of the performance - a
comment that we are all at the behest of bandwidth. very meta.
the bars!!
the only way!
I think if Paul cussed a few times it would be OK
i cant see anything at all ....
Its all intentional :wink:
right i love the paul sound
there is nothing to see
If you can't see anything = Refresh
I love the echo!! I wish it had been in my attempt at performing !!
We also see his green room sometimes
Rome!
Danielle, is this being recorded?
You should be able ot see hands and a body now
I think it's all part of the script. Brilliant!
is this still Daniel's work Danielle?
Yes it is being recorded
Is this Daniel?
yes !
no body
it's awesome!
i see it
Yes!
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yes!
yes daniel
yes
nobody
hands and body
Hands and body
hands body sound
This is sooo very cool!
covid toes
this is?
We can hear you, Paul.
we can hear you
touch me touch me touch me
is this still Daniel?
Is that what covid toes, organs look lie?
this is what dying is like, or maybe sickness?
wow
this is perfect
We do not really need Paul do we?
Stay lost in space...it works as voice only...
this is so cool!
we can hear you we dont need you
We are all Paul.
don't worry, Paul being anxious is great "acting"
I started to touch the screen - anybody else?
Its going fine
WoW
brilliant!
Paul should mute himself I think
its going fine
wow
no I like Paul's voice coming through
Paul is dead and can't see any images coming back to him. Yes, we
can see him, he can't see us.
Nothing at all nothing at all just me
nothing at all
all fine on my end in Toronto
paul add libbing is a great part of preformance
it feels like Daniel is mixing Paul's voice in on purpose - it's perfect.
This is gorgeous
very 70s but with streaming:)
i like Paul's voice too :wink:
reminds me of Under The Skin.
oh, maybe Paul morphed into that body!
Paul's 'voice over' is just right!
gosh I like this so much
yeah, voice works
i really like "i can't see anything" too. It's all a black screen
:slightly_smiling_face:
restart the human
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wh is performing here?
restart the machine
have you tried switching it off & on again :joy:
i want to hear Paul's voice in the background for the rest of this day
wh is performing
We are all in a reboot now
I anticipate a question mark!!
loved your performance Roberta. although i was looking for the fox!
marilene oliver is performing
top
I like the backwards question mark!
Its like Space oddity: the computer heas taken over
Shari - brilliant!
whose fingers are those
this is great
interesting!
Nice
Performing now - Marilene Oliver (Canada) https://www.leonardo.info/led
i thought they were your fingers Roger!
Thanks, Danielle
no fox @stephanie, but there were supposed to be some gruesome
images of plague infested humans :slightly_smiling_face:
wash your hands with guilt
That flat butt. Lying on plexiglass!
lying
Laying?
layering
!!
sickness is getting more attractive all the time...
attract me
i super lurve this chat
it really isnt
on no don't stop!!!!
i am hospitable to viruses
:clap:
really sweet!
clap clap clap
claps
LOVE
clap
bravo!
:clap:
clap
<3
thisis the best rendering of hypoxia i have seen
clap clap
:clap:
thats a venreal desease
whoohoo
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BRAVO indded
i want to live in that space longer...
clap
claps
Spacey... bravo!
:clap:
bravo!!!
excelent
clap
:clap:
:raised_hands:
:raised_hands:
really nice!
:clap:
Excellent, wonderful
ice
:clap:
:clap:
We should see Toni Sant (United Kingdom) https://www.leonardo.info/led/11808
:clap:
great effects
not yet
:clap:
:clap:
not yet
Kathy High!!!!
:clap:
:pray:
strangely gripping.
Hola D!!!!
grippe
Toni Sant (United Kingdom) - https://www.leonardo.info/led/11808
:clap: :clap:
its 9:45 am on the west coast of US and I will feel in dreamland for the
rest of the day
was that Paul?
black hole tunnel
I just entered the room! Who was the artist?
:zap:
who is the artist
lol
how did he get to Pennsylvania?
Toni Sant (UK)
Marilene Oliver (Canada)
ItÂ´s wounderful, crazy and panic vision of the third space, and
embrace your bytes, despites any fear of abstract contact
just nothing
:steam_locomotive:
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On now - Toni Sant (United Kingdom) https://www.leonardo.info/led/11808
:slightly_smiling_face:
there's nothing, just nothing <3
he is hilarious
If you cant see anything refresh your browser
it is happening here
number 9 ... number 9 ... number niiiine ...
he is hairy
what's in there?
I see the end of the tunnel Paul!
hairylious
I'm getting an image and now he's loosing his head!!
he is also trying to understand what is happenning
did performers all have their own green screen?
bababababa
all good here
tunnels =doom
oh, so cool!!
train to busan tunnel
so for us ignorati, are folks using green screens at home to do this?
And yes, the tech talk is a great sound track
or what is the software?
Performers had blue screens/paul green - Superimposed Skype meets
Crowdcast
HOWDY everyone
is there sound here except for Paul
thanks Danielle!
no green screens at home
i am not in the picture
train to the final solution
aaahh
Yes!!!
Yes!
the pyramid of hate
Paul is back!
one step at a time
amazing
ok - running now
it's all on purpose maybe
WOW! There's Paul on the phone
Walking over Toni
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Rock_Tunnel
LOL
wow
Paul set this all up just as he wanted it!
Love it and keep wondering around in virtual space.
paul you're stepping all over him!
where is paul on the phone
Paul is back but frozen
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Woohoo!
watch out for the train paul!
flipphone?!
Frozen
frozen time
https://www.tonisant.com
oh no, he got stuck there!
stuck in time
but we aren't frozen, yet.
frozen digital architecture
and Toni disappeared on time
holding the spinning wheel. too perfect!
looks like a crash - spinning red loading
what if we freeze also!!
yes same here
i froze
let's pretend we freeze
here too
ok
:cyclone:
shhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
We have been frozen since 2012
the chat is alive tho
my body has gotten stiller but my fingers can't stop...
I think we're all in that tunnel now. And there is no connection in
tunnels ))
he's controlling the train with the virtual spinning wheel
since 2011 actually
sometimes we need to refresh the browser
:arrows_clockwise:
let it goo
this got to be the front cover of the event
it is perfect placement, holding the spinning wheel
hi everybody nice to meeeeet yous all
I refreshed and he came back
let it goooooooo
its a chat in a parallel universe
lol
frozen but perfect with red spinning ball
if i refresh i'm afraid i will lose you all and my connection to this world
I like that he holds the spinning wheel in his hands !
Back again - Refresh everyone
but the ball i see is white
yum
I reloaded and it works again
Now you should see Paul, Toni eating an apple
hilarious!
Toni is eating an apple now
dont worry nina we are here you will not lose us
apple
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dont worry
kinda of disappointing in heart of silicon valley
fresh fruit in deep space. reassuring
ok i'm here to say it's safe to refresh
I expect a train coming soon
Paul Sermon is so cool
we are multitask people
Jan, if you refresh the tunnel is goneeeeee
thanks Danielle
dont worry we a infinity tasking
Fun
hun
I get a different image each time I refresh.
gun
i'm putting my hazmat suit on just in case.
New scene, white suits
:sunglasses:
Thank YOu!
is it the goodies?
which hunt
find the virus
kill the virus
:eyes:
all our problems are viral
This should be Atau Tanaka (United Kingdom) - http://ataut.net/
yoiks a hole in the ground
this should be
gloves
Yes it is!
gloves
gloves please
Only still images
scrambled eggs for breakfast
sevolg
are you having breakfast
If you cant see anything refresh your browser
wait for the joy of being reconnected
I'm having a pizza
Wow
if you can see anyting you are a seer
seer is me
what is on the pizza, roberto?
You should see dug hole, sound an paul in a hazmat suit
I am a seer
what is on the pizza of life
who is this Danielle?
Atau Tanaka (United Kingdom) - http://ataut.net/
We need an intellectual light from that hole.
Awesome - thanks!
MYO !
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Its fun for the family
atau is that your heart beating ?
excellent this
love the soundscape
your heart is a drum
He is weary Myos
your hands are a harp
your toes are a piano
Great!
Great interactivity
Myos?
myos ?
touch everywhere
the friend virus
can we all perform together towards the end?
how does the simulstream work, so cool
we need viruses
is that accelerometers?
we need more viruses
Its what Toni Dove uses
uses
Fortunately SuperPaul is there
bio-sense-making
yes Myos are triggered by muscle movement and linked to Max msp
to trigger the sounds in real time. Great
nooooo keep that mask on
bio nonsense making
exactly
don't touch
Myo is gone - https://support.getmyo.com/hc/en-us
touch me
ah, thank you jill scott for explaining
you are touching me
corona fashion shirt-want one
thank you jill
so simple and cool
what Carolyn said!
we are in the coronacene
Worked when I switched from Safari to Firefox
corona scene
ditto Carolyn
@Gail thanks for the tip
ditto do do dot
awesome!
late coronacene
awe
aargh
wauwwwww
wish i had surround sound speakers hooked up
wauwau
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in Chrome it is working fine
yarp
chrome is too colorful
channel the corona
its cool in headphones :slightly_smiling_face:
I once saw Atau perform at FACT Liverpool. I think it was for HIVE. It
was great - he had special gloves on to control this odd crunching
sound, so it looked and sounded like he was squeezing invisible bags
of crisps.
hey glitch
love the glitch
Ã©crire quelque chose, il le faut bien
ah oui il le faut bien
clap clap!
there will be MANY beautiful stills to grab from this. a book perhaps?
:clap:
la vie en rose
clap clap clap clap
wow
:clap:
il le faut
:clap:
a few tales built of screen grabs
Welcome Olga Remneva (Russia) https://www.leonardo.info/led/22465
goood job!!
il le faut
:clap:
:clap:
le faut-il vraiment ?
:clap: Atau amazing!!
:clap:
Was the sound actually commanded by his dynamics?
:clap:
vraiment
:clap:
Wonderful! :slightly_smiling_face:
il le faut toujours
il le faut
:clap:
:clap: :clap:
yessss Atau
jamais
Greta really nice to see the studio and then the effects inside the
jambalaya
merci Atau!
:clap:
:clap: Great performance Atau!
merco atau
:clap: Atau
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sans voie nous ne sommes plus
merci
Some great questions in here for the performers - add them to the
Questions part - At the end we will have an open dialogue with
everyone
sans issue dans le tunnel de la vie
:clap:
irini
Nice suit!
each performer can create her own tale out of screen grabs from the
whole thing?
provocation by slow emergence
I'll be back later. great show!
:slightly_smiling_face:!!!
i picture you all w/the beak mask on
Change of plans!
meditative provocations
poke
RÃ©pÃ©ter Ã l'infini, Echo ou Perroquet ?
provocative mediations
This is Andrew Denton (New Zealand) https://www.leonardo.info/led/22471
Peut-Ãªtre IA ?
It amazes me to experience the power of sound in orienting us as we
go through this---powerful!
I am freezing
Generative ?
hi andrew
i am freezing
is this TP?
moi aussi, tres froide!
i am thawing
Plague fashion statement and ability to keep distance, as were gloves
used for this purpose
I melted
tres froide
I am melting
@Andrew we can see you and Paul
dissolving
je suis en gouttes
yes !
yes you're live
Cu See me
what is temperature ... only agitation
yes, you are!!!
not me just my video
we can see and hear you
ah yes, i must agitate!
Its 4:00 AM where Andrew is
in NZ
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yes, go for it
contrail
i am agitating now and it feels right
agiter..faites des bulles
The multiplicity of experience that goes on and on as the virtuality
collapses, reengages, distances us, and yet, we are part of the larger
'performance'--just not what we intended or expected....wonderful!
des bulles.
So far no one interacted with Paul
des boules
lÃ©gÃ¨res
des interactions
virtual heckling
this is an interactive comment
bouleverse
Andrew is another LASER Host, from Auckland University of
Technology. More here https://aut.academia.edu/ADenton
le savon est le saint de la sante
yes Jan that's right
Saint Savon donc
The Brazilian woman on secind did
Xcess
she reacted to him touching her face
Roberta
It was cute
saint savant ou sans savon
this reminds me of the empathy box
on ne sait jamais
savons-nous sans thÃ© ?
they are chemtrails -- chemicals dumped in the sky its weird to hear
this other term, I personally would never use this word he is saying
what is the empathy box?
on devine on deviens
Voler Ã nouveau, Ãªtre un oiseau
the apple bite seemed related to Paul
stop touching the performers, paul
apple bites
i hate apple
toucher, c'est le fond de tout
don't touch the art! especially now!
I love to touch
se moucher c'est un signe de obeissance
Reference-during lockdown -a 50 percent reduction in pollution
PM2.5. What can we learn?
i love to hug
lol
tickling my ear
ok
me too love to hug
I have lost my sense of place and space!
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the train is coming!
Take a rest Paul
hugging is desirable danger
wait wut, how did roger write ok just when i heard it?
you can hug yourself - it works
more questions and no answers
telepathy
the yucca is tapping at my window
ycuk yuck
How many props does Paul has ?
more than propmaster
semaphore de balais
Love the props that are handy...
anyone else feeling the cleaning that paul is doing, the touch?
as soon as he doesn't move them they disappear
rate paul's cat shirt from 1-10
magic
9
:v:
lives
rat
On now - Olga Remneva (Russia) https://www.leonardo.info/led/22465
I was wrong
les rats sont desirable en temps de
i was wrong
love Russian as sound design
the plague
lost in a new world
Nice!
I love the sound of Russian language
hahahahahahah i love the touch
plagiarisme is sainthood
russian plus buzz - spooky
here appears to be audio problem - I assume at Paul;s end as it's
common to last 3 performers
Such an amazing surreal performance!
Olgas Website http://futureculturelab.com
a duet
Yes, audio issue
The Sound is terrible
the touch and hug and coddle ....
could-le
electronic wasps have joined the call
Move the bucket, Paul!
bzzz
Only thing that could be more interesting is Qazaq or Uzbeq
nice face on face
Theyre working out the audio
hehehehehehe
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quququqa
Nice mask trick
Love the mask!
very nice Pal
Paul
permeable membrane
the mask is great
:champagne:
who needs a clean audio?
:grinning:
this duet is so right, even without sound
what was the text about?
no audio
at least it's not buzzing now
no audio
on a pas besoin de audio
no audio
not buzzing, but no sound either!
what is it? the peom, the text
I loved the buzzing
kombucha biomaterials mask-semiperimiable
gavariou
audio working again
screwed audio buffer has been cleaned... thanks
hourrah
thank you!
Very funny
thanks
yessssss
oh, my, the last frame!!
cools
love it
maybe the text wasn't funny?
the last frame
virtual babushka, hahaha
:ok_hand: :ok_hand: :ok_hand:
musique de cuisine
Check!
i'm hungry
blah blah blah
having been in a COVID 19 unit and still struggling to breathe - I am
not sure what i feel about this - or what I am supposed to think is
going on...think i am going to leave now - some lovely pieces and I will
think hard about it but I cant find it funny or performative right now x
peace from france
sounds like new york in the evening
Skype brings back ancestral memories
Our next performers are Ng Wen Lei & Serena Pang from Singapore
bonsoir sally
sally thank you for reminding us of the real world!

Nina Waisman
Liz Ingram
sally annett
Phyllis Hecht
sally annett
Tania Fraga
Giuenn u russ
Annie Abrahams
roger malina
Giuenn u russ
Shari Gilbert
Danielle Siembieda
Silvia Helena Cardoso
Dolores Steinman
Daniela De Paulis
Tania Fraga
Danielle Siembieda
roger malina
Danielle Siembieda
Phyllis Hecht
Danielle Siembieda
Giuenn u russ
claudio
Shari Gilbert
roger malina
roger malina
roger malina
roger malina
roger malina
roger malina
Carolyn Angleton
Danielle Siembieda
Jose Maria Francos
claudio
Roberta Buiani
Eva Kekou
Christiana Kazakou
Feli
Nina Waisman
Nina Waisman
Carolyn Angleton
Ada
Annick Bureaud
Silvia Helena Cardoso
roger malina
Elaine Whittaker
Nina Waisman
Alana
Pat Badani

hope you feel much better soon!
hilarious and sadly poignant!
Bonsoir Rogere :slightly_smiling_face:
Hello Serena and Lei!
x
here in Brazil it is how we protest against government. On windows
noooo
black hole again
black is good
was so hyped by the black pencil!
Red question mark. Backwards.
We will get him back
black now?!??!!??!
is it truly part of the performances, or do we need to reboot?
this must be before the big bang
black is unfathomable probabilities
Performance back
before the big bang was desirable blackness
Refresh
here are serena and Lei
Performing now - Ng Wen Lei & Serena Pang (Singapore)
ok back agaaaain
this is great
Script or glitch is unimportant now. All so cool!
M1
MI
IM
?
MIMI
MAMA
analog virtual mask
1 Meter apart
could you remove that bucket
don't do it!
I love this performance
please don't remove the bucket!!!
Apparently in Singapore you have to pay a big fine if you dont wear a
mask
Welcome the bucket.
very nice play w/space
very nice space w/play
its ok they have masks and goggles
the bucket
Emue
liked it
the bucket
:clap: :clap:
bring back the bucket!!
Simple and powerful!
bucket gone :disappointed:

Stuart
Danielle Siembieda
roger malina
Feli
jill scott
roger malina
Richard Jochum
Phyllis Hecht
Danielle Siembieda
Danielle Siembieda
Phyllis Hecht
Andrew D
Nina Waisman
Roberta Buiani
Lucia Grossberger Morales
Satinder Gill
Olga Remneva
Carolyn Angleton
Olga Remneva
Shari Gilbert
Owen
Nina Waisman
Danielle Siembieda
Annick Bureaud
Danielle Siembieda
Nina Waisman
Carolyn Angleton
Danielle Siembieda
Danielle Siembieda
Stuart
roger malina
Phyllis Hecht
Danielle Siembieda
Michael
Danielle Siembieda
Roger Marzochi
Annick Bureaud
Nina Waisman
roger malina
Phyllis Hecht
roger malina
Carolyn Angleton
Annie Abrahams
Alana
Stuart
Annick Bureaud
Danielle Siembieda
Satinder Gill
Danielle Siembieda

:clap:
Looks like hes got to mop up the mess
bring back the bouquet
NOOOO
:clap: nice
nono
This was a great sequence!!
:clap:
The red hole of COVID
Hes stuck in the virus!
we see Paul
lost in the virus
what are the hairs?
I can see the top of his head!
An image that is beautiful, yet scary\
:clap:
constant glitch on Paul's side is _really_ a part of the performance
hairs are pili
I know you meant that guys! )
It's got to be part of the script!
the naked phenomenologist
pili but where are we?
Its coming back
:earth_africa: :waxing_crescent_moon: :sunny:
Give it a min
digestive tract?
maybe intestines
Enjoy the glitch
Grab a drink
:clap: :clap: :clap:
digestive tact
This is Randall and we have just ended the performance.
Eat a snack
a truly pandemic encounter
We have a few more perfomers and a discussion
:grinning:
:cactus: :rose:
phyllis hahah
pande's are nice people
Sadly we ran into unbelievable technical difficulties and we hope to
reschedule.
see you soon phyllis
great for first try!
this is the end?
Really enjoyed it Randall, thanks!
:clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap:
:feet:
I dont think so
Thankyou!
1 Min, let me check

Shari Gilbert
Dr Melentie Pandilovski
Annie Abrahams
Phyllis Hecht
Owen
roger malina
Olga Remneva
Amanda
Lila Moore
Maida Withers
Stuart
Elaine Whittaker
Stephanie Rothenberg
Dr Melentie Pandilovski
Roger Marzochi
Pat Badani
Andrew D
Annick Bureaud
Phyllis Hecht
Janice Helena Chaves Marinho
Feli
Amanda
Pat Badani
Daniela De Paulis
Elaine Whittaker
Annie Abrahams
Janice Helena Chaves Marinho
Maida Withers
Carol Bier
Owen
Pamela Brett-MacLean
Amanda
Iliana Hernï¿½ndez-Garcia
Spang & Lei
Carolyn Angleton
roger malina
Danielle Siembieda
Tania Fraga
Michael
Danielle Siembieda
Tania Fraga
Ken Packer
Godard
Roberta Buiani
roger malina
Tania Fraga

xxxoxo
?
NOOOOO
This is Randall from Phyllis' computer: we have just ended the
performance.
:clap:
entracte- champagne ou pastis
:joy:
it was beautiful! the glitches made it better!
Thank you
Thank you Randall....lets try again together...Maida
:clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap:
:clap: :clap: :clap: :clap:
:sunflower:
:clap: :clap: :clap:
Thank you!
Thanks, was great. Bye
Ok, Bravooooo!
Thank you
How do we join the zoom now
We are so sorry for all the problems. Thank you all for coming.
cool!
Thank you!
:raised_hands:
Thank you!!
Great, thanks! it was unique!
thank you!
It was super Randall Thank you!
BLESS!
Thank you!
thanks. very interesting
:heart: Wow that was amazing, thank you!!
:clap: :clapper:
Thank you excelentÂ¡
thank you!
Thank you to all the performers!
le vide en noire
Some technical issues but we will do this again - Thank you for joining
in the experiment!
Thank you Randall
perfectly imperfect :clap:
It truly was a telematic experience
and Paul
Thank you Randall and Phyllis - It was indeed quite amazing!
Congratulations to all! Much Love!
:clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :clap: :black_circle:
ahahh! that was ...interesting!
telematic dreaming 2.0
and danielle

Nina Waisman
Ada
Stuart
Danielle Siembieda
è—¤ç”° Fujitaå
ƒå½© Chisai
Daniel Charon
Tania Fraga
Spang & Lei
Dr Melentie Pandilovski
Laura Schwartz
Phyllis Hecht
claudio
Danielle Siembieda
Silvia Helena Cardoso
Phyllis Hecht
Zahra Mirza
jill scott
Patricia Olynyk
Danielle Siembieda
Nina Waisman
Phyllis Hecht
john ivy
Nina Waisman
Danielle Siembieda
martina leeker
Satinder Gill
Ada
Phyllis Hecht
Zahra Mirza
Annick Bureaud
Phyllis Hecht
Marilene

jill scott
Nina Waisman
Norman Roth
Danielle Siembieda
Ursula Endlicher
Anna Dumitriu
Danielle Siembieda
Marilene

thank you!!!!!!
It's amazing to go along with the experience
Great stuff all, amazing :slightly_smiling_face:
If you would like to experience and participate in further Leonardo
LASER talks see - https://www.leonardo.info/laser-talks
:clap: :clap:
Thank you everybody!
and Gregory, and all
thank you Randall, Paul, Greg, Danielle, Phyllis!!!
This is what telematic should have been a long time ago!
Bravo! Truly wonderful
Phyllis here again! Randall is so sorry - but they will do it again!
It was difficult... ambitious.... buggie..fun... wonderful and poignant.
Thanks for doing it!
We will share announcements through our newsletter https://www.leonardo.info/newsletter-sign-up
and Clarissa Ribeiros?!??!?!
Thanks to Greg Kuhn too!
Thank you!!
Thanks so much for such an effort
Thank yuou
I want to thank the Third Space Network, Paul Sermon and the LASER
Hosts, perormers
Nothing to apologize for - super fab!
thanks to everyone for coming!
yummy fodder, thanks
maybe have a post-perf discussion another time?
We aren't able to get through the full list because of the technical
issues but will reschedule for another performance
thanks a lot. great experience and a kind of global exchange is so
important!!!!
Wonderful!
is there a qna after? or is it finishing?
@Nina - great idea!
:clap:
you said there was a discussion in zoom, where ? link ?
Danielle - maybe a Q&A another time?
Thanks everyone for this opportunity! I'd like to make sure Gary
James Joynes is credited for the audio for my performance - he's an
incredible sound artist from Edmonton who created the audio using
recordings made from MRI scans and my voice.
can we not continue on zoom with the other performers?
I will miss you all - have a multi dimensional weekend
lovely friends will join in reboot so that's good will piero keep us
posted
How many performers are still in here?
That was great!!
:clap: congratulations anyway.
We can move to a zoom
I'm still here - Marilene Oliver

Danielle Siembieda
Carolyn Angleton
Nina Waisman
Danielle Siembieda
Andrew D
Kathy High
Olga Remneva
Annick Bureaud
Danielle Siembieda
Danielle Siembieda
Kathy High
Patrick Lichty
jill scott
Tania Fraga
Olga Remneva
Nina Waisman
Danielle Siembieda
Felipe Shibuya
Satinder Gill
Dr Melentie Pandilovski
Danielle Siembieda
Spang & Lei
Ursula Endlicher
joji
Spang & Lei
Phyllis Hecht
Eva Kekou
Olga Remneva
Laurie Stepp
Patrick Lichty
john king
john king
Christiana Kazakou

Lucia Grossberger Morales
Christiana Kazakou
Christiana Kazakou
Myriam Solar
Christiana Kazakou

I can set one up
Thanks Daniella!
or, we could all just keep chatting till the world ends?
Ok give me 1 minute
Still here :slightly_smiling_face:
thanks so much!! I loved it all!!
I am also voting for zoom with another performers left )
Bye everyone, interesting experience
Ok I will set the zoom up
1 min
Thanks Daniella!!
great
great thaNKS
Zoom idea is good
thanks! zoom is great!
Danielle you are a queen - you should take over our country, ok?
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5979249933
It was great! Thanks
great.
see you soon everyone! :slightly_smiling_face:
Join this https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5979249933
thanks daniella!!!
Great!
clapyourhands
joining zoom now
Thanks, Danielle!
Thank you so much!
we're in zoom now
Thanks, Randall. Thanks, everyone. Hey Atau, great to see you & your
work.
WAS BRILLINT. THANKS
thanks randall, hope charles can get re-scheduled!! quite a project,
songrats!
congrats...
Thank you all for joining our collective/creative response to the global
pandemic. Due to technical issues we had to end the performance!
We will be in touch soon!
WOW
Q&A is taking place on ZOOM
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/5979249933
Thanks Randall, it is very exciting!!!:heart_eyes: :heart_eyes:
:heart_eyes:

